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Catholic religion own a lot of the ways in have religious service to hence catechumens of generally feeling difficult to comprehend it at one blow. This skription aim to build a software teach to base on the multimedia to teach the knowledge about the ways of observance of roman church to catechumens, that they are more familiar with and interested in the Catholic church. The results obtained from this study is to minimize the problem frequently faced by teachers and catechumens in terms of learning to know the Catholic church. This study also covers the design, pengcodean, design, implementation and evaluation of results from the deepening of instructional software catholic religion. This teaching device includes topics that cover topics that become elements of a recognition of the church, that is the way of worship, the basic prayers, scripture, sacraments, Santo-Santa, and annual activity. On the device there are also instructional practice questions related to material about the Catholic religion. Which of the above things can help catechumens in learning to know the Catholic religion.